
The Antler 

 

Last winter, an eight-point buck 

stood by my window, 

chewing the branches of the arbor vitae. 

Injured and lame, he was startled 

by the closeness of the houses. 

He disappeared among the trees. 

My heart slipped with him. 

 

The next day I found an antler on the ground, 

four points from the pair, 

abandoned in the late winter snow, 

broken off clean and smooth from its root. 

A wonder of incomplete symmetry, 

it lay before me, a relic of the season of rut,  

of battles fought, of spring fawns  

dropped from the wombs of does, 

and all the green things waiting to return. 

 

A struggling world crowds itself 

into one small corner of my backyard; 

it limps along, eats the bark off birch trees, 

nibbles on the yew bushes, 

and with a last dignity, 

has come to lay at my feet, 

this talisman and final portent. 

 

 

  



Dark Road 

 
I’ve often wondered  

where a dark road leads,  

when crazed tree limbs cast shapes 

against the racing moon,  

and drivers speed to chase stars  

around the next turn.  

The road is always there,  

linking one place to another,  

across thousands of miles.  

Along the hairpin bends of “13 Curves,”  

it brings a bride in a bloody wedding gown  

killed when her groom  

veered into Onondaga Creek.  

She appears at twilight  

crying bitterly, a lantern in her hand.  

An unwary driver stops to help,  

then watches her form fade, 

her lace sleeves empty of life.  

He counts the curves back to one.  

His hands, a fragile prayer for dawn, 

clasp the steering wheel. 

 

More than five states away, 

on Goatman’s Bridge,  

travelers glimpse the spectre  

of a black goat farmer  

lynched below the railing.  

They pass the fields  

where Klansman burned his house  

and slaughtered his family.  

Legend says his corpse disappeared  

after the killers let it hang for days.  

One murderer choked to death  

while eating dinner.  

Two later fell from the bridge 

and died in orange mist.  

Another perished from fever, 

hallucinating the dead man’s spirit.  

The bridge had loomed 

in their nightmares,  

the nexus of good and evil,  

the present and the past,  

distant stars shining on its girders,  

the mystery of where  

a dark road leads.  



My husband, the blue sky, Reynard, and I 

      (after Reynard the Fox, an anthropomorphic  

  character who satirized human society) 

 

Ignoring rustling maples and 

the bluest sky this summer, 

I walk through the park, 

rummaging through stalls 

brimming with antiques. 

My husband grips my hand, 

fearing I will buy  

something awful  

or unnecessary. 

 

And there it sits, 

waiting for me, 

a golden-brown fox  

preserved by taxidermy  

with that odd look of death, 

dust, and lost spirit. 

 

I remember a fox like you 

running through my backyard, 

how its cunning eyes slanted 

and its burnished coat wore 

the evening shadows. 

 

In the vendor’s stall, 

the stuffed fox appears 

to wave its tail slightly 

when I reach for 

the price tag.  

 

Reynard, who put 

that smile of rigor  

on your trickster face,  

those green glass 

eyes inside your head? 

I won’t take you home 

and put you on display, 

woeful trophy of a life 

that meant much more. 

 

We move on to the  

next stall with its  

vintage bracelets 

and beaded shawls. 

My husband mutters 

something in relief 



and tells me to look up. 

 

I see the sky for 

what it is. 

  



It Was the Laundry That Saved Me 

 

Think of it, the dirt cellar with crawlspace 

caves beneath the stairs, stuff of bad dreams, 

shovels stored there, ominously poking out 

from pockets of fear. The hanging light, 

a forked tongue of bulb, swung formlessly, 

a life expending itself. 

Think of the small child standing there  

at the edge of the last step like a bather 

awaiting the cold shock of a wave, 

desperately afraid of drowning. 

But it was the laundry that saved me; 

the huge, warm enamel tub in that glacial room 

singing deep bass tones of sheets and shirts 

slapping against its sides. 

And my mother was there 

with my sister amid scattered clothes, 

explaining the careful process: the separation 

of fabrics, the two iron rinse tubs waiting 

beyond the first wringer, the clothes pulled through 

just the right way over the wooden rollers. 

I would watch the foamy suds turned smooth 

as cream, rushing down the cellar drain. 

I would smell the sweet religion of clean 

threads, pure as altar cloths wrung and draped 

over the makeshift lines. 

Years later, when my mother died, and darkness 

threatened, the waters lapped against my ankles. 

I walked through sorrow to that place of sound 

safe and eternal, to rest my hand 

upon its beating, motoric heart. 

And we were together once more, like the wise 

women of ages past, our white robes drying 

on river rocks. With steady exhalation of breath, 

we did the work of the soul. 
  



The End 

 

. . . and a man will murder 

three men to settle  

the affairs of two. 

 

Let us declare war. 

Let us begin with our faces. 

Mine will be the opposite of yours, 

in color and in form. 

This is sometimes 

all that is necessary. 

 

Or, should we move on 

to the body? 

Perhaps I am too short. 

My knees knock;  

your limbs are long, 

your walk graceful. 

This is sometimes 

all that is necessary. 

 

We will dress 

in different flags, 

mine a formal black 

and yours a formal white. 

We will make ourselves a world, 

and we will divide that world 

with our dislikes; 

we will slice it up 

like a ripe melon. 

 

We will then succeed 

to make more of ourselves 

than we should, 

and we will die, 

a lie of sameness 
on our lips. 

  



The Man Who Was Murdered  

On Fulton Street 

 

Sudden as a shot, 

a black leaf floats 

across the pages 

of my family album. 

It falls neatly between 

the smiling cousins, 

uncles long dead, 

and the seasons of baptism. 

No one remembers who he was, 

or why he was killed. 

A boater hat shades a face 

so smooth and bald 

it could hide stories from itself. 

The veins of his hands are a mystery 

thrust deep inside the pockets 

of a sleek Italian suit. 

Perhaps he walked down 

the narrow knife of Fulton Street, 

where a bridge rose over rank water. 

Perhaps he carried a gun 

whose gold voice was ready  

to flare up in song. 

He couldn’t see the man in shadow 

opening a violin case. 

He couldn’t hear the music of his death 

any more than he can look out 

from this photograph into my face. 

I return to the album, 

its polaroids 

and picnics at Mudlock. 

The past keeps its counsel, 

and a man who was murdered 

keeps his place, enigmatic  

and dark as a question mark. 

  



Entreaty to a Crow  

I Once Chased Out of My Yard 
  

Please tell your children, 

the ones with wisps of down 

whose iridescent black feathers 

ruffle a purple sheen,  

that I mean them no harm. 

Five generations of corvids 

recognize my facial contours. 

They caw in hard complaint, 

heckle me from neighbors’ lawns. 

I will throw roasted cashews 

in abject atonement, 

feed you jellied toast. 

If I whisper of speckled 

eggs hidden in bushes, 

will you forgive my sin; 

gift me with metal buttons, 

chunky gumball rings, 

discarded trinkets? 

Will you stitch stars for me 

from passing threads of clouds? 

 

**** 
 

  



The Wilderness Writer 

    (Guy Waterman, 1933-2000) 

 

He sat down to die on the mountain 

after a final hike to the top, 

his suicide note sealed and sent 

to help friends find his body.  

He sat for hours, perhaps contemplating 

trees he’d saved from destruction, 

paths he’d made to keep climbers 

from trampling alpine flowers. 

He might have pressed his head 

to the ground and let his mind 

rerun piano notes he’d played 

at jazz clubs when he was a teenager, 

excerpts from his books about hiking, 

speeches he’d written 

for three American presidents, 

and the words of his wife 

as he left her that day. 

She knew he never 

wanted to grow old, 

how he couldn’t manage the intensity 

of living, the heavying footfalls  

on the stairs, bending knees more 

to push upward and stand. 

And if he did not act now, 

there would be a time 

he would not have strength 

to climb this mountain. 

He sat there waiting 

and could not be sure 

how the snow would blanket him 

in a strange warmth 

before his breath froze.  

 

****  



The Old Well  

 

My cousin Johnny wanted to go adventuring,  

down a dirt road to the abandoned well.  

Aunt Mary’s farmhouse was a half mile away, 

past fields where we dug potatoes,  

stole them from their dusky wombs,  

slit their skins with jackknives,  

uncovered flesh that glistened 

like a crescent moon.  

The well was up a hill, beyond the cow barn  

and the empty, ramshackle pigsty.  

We climbed fences, their wires rusted,  

wooden posts rotted, connecting pastures  

overgrown with mustard weed and purple thistle.  

“Don’t you ever go there,” Aunt Mary had warned.  

“You could fall in and break your necks, and if you survive,  

your screams will never be heard.”  

I thought about its walls swallowing me,  

how impossible to climb up from the bottom,  

to move my knees and feet along slippery crevices,  

to see only tattered shreds of clouds  

and a sky the shade of robin eggs  

before they crack open on the ground,  

their blue shells cupping pale yolks.  

When Johnny and I reached the well, the ground was wet,  

and all we saw was a hole with broken bricks at its crest. 

I didn’t dare peer down into its depths.  

I only recall a kaleidoscope of yellow swallowtails,  

and how they swept a circle of light over its muddy lip. 

  



Rubies 

 

Rare pigeon blood rubies— 

sanguine stones 

of deepest vermillion. 

She wears gold-pronged hearts  

and carnelian doves,  

pinned on the wingtip 

of each curved ear. 

 

But memory intrudes, 

drags her to the curb, 

where she watched 

a gray pigeon 

step into traffic— 

crushed under the wheels 

of a cornering car, 

just like it was 

terribly ordinary— 

except for bright red  

soaking into asphalt, 

the bird’s body flattened, 

its head still struggling. 

 

She tugs an earlobe, 

touches a hopeful stone, 

unpins and admires 

its cabochon smoothness— 

the rutile inclusions 

and glittering asterisms, 

that mark it as real— 

something beyond living, 

beyond dying.  

 
****  



Anencephalic Baby 
 (after a video on YouTube)  

 

Missing parts of brain and skull, 

it was naked and screeching 

on a delivery room table, 

more frog than human, 

dredged from the cloudy pond 

of amniotic fluid. 

Hospital attendants 

prodded and jabbed its body  

with their fingers. 

I shut down my computer, 

turned away from cruelty. 

The damaged infant 

twitched shrunken limbs 

and wailed for its mother 

in an animal voice — 

with no swaddling blanket 

or mercy to die 

in cradling arms.  

 

**** 

  



The Captain of Schiller Park 
 (based on the story of a man born with cretinism, 

 a condition resulting from maternal hypothyroidism, circa 1960) 

 

 

Mothers, say a prayer, 

for the street is never far, 

and the Captain of Schiller Park 

pushes empty swings 

where no children dare to play. 

 

He waits beside the statue of 

Schiller and Goethe, 

sporting a sea captain’s hat; 

jagged pegs for teeth, brow collapsed, 

tongue protruding, skin like yellow iodine. 

 

Clanking chains, steel-capped fences 

are all that stand between. 

Beware! There but for the grace of God 

go your children, in whose nightmares, 

he blocks the entrance to the athletic courts. 

 

He appears during basketball games, 

wearing a clean white sailor suit, 

towel in hand, tenderly swabbing 

the sweat from young players, 

who pretend he’s not there. 

 

You say he should be put away, 

abnormal freak-man wearing funny clothes, 

But this is the image and the likeness; 

this is the maternal affliction, 

the birthright of sorrow. 

 

Mothers, say a prayer; 

the cruel joke is on you. 

The Captain of Schiller Park 

will roam the streets slack-jawed, 

and silently tread your deepest fears.  

 

 

 

 

  



A Walk in the Woods 

That Ended on the Edge of a Knife 

 

I could say that the day went on singing 

like some fairytale that swam in a forest wetland 

and bubbled from a tree frog’s throat.  

 

We acted like there was only love and no pain between us, 

our eyes dotted with gold-centered purple asters, 

caressing the leaf blades while a blue heron shrieked. 

 

But when we returned to the asphalt and brick, 

a flea market in the city, you forgot I was there 

and searched for vinyl records traded like baseball cards. 

 

The pain was churning inside me, when I passed  

a thin, wiry man wearing a motorcycle t-shirt, 

his wife with hair too black and stiff as tar strips. 

 

He picked up and waved a double-beveled vintage knife, 

a knife that could gut a fish and shred flesh 

in less time than it takes to shed tears into a cupped hand. 

 

How much, he wanted to know, how much for this? 

I didn’t hear the vendor’s reply, and the man walked away.  

I reasoned he could have been a murderer or saint. 

 

The day ended on a sour rim of razor steel, 

far from the woodlands and the charismatic trees, 

a lonely gush of bloody anguish choking me.   

 

**** 

  



Closets 

 

Fleece jackets and cashmere scarves 

dangle beneath a tumble of brimmed hats 

and plaid caps in the front closet. 

A lone beret with scalloped felt flowers 

drapes a semicircle, melting over 

the shelf edge above the clothes rod. 

Leather gloves embellish coat pockets,  

insignias of winter’s clenched fists.  

In the corner, an archery bow 

and quilled arrows lean against the wall, 

propped against vacation tennis rackets,  

near the confetti patchwork of used wrapping paper. 

How different from the hallway closet, 

its peculiar marriage of tinctures and towels, 

perfumed fat soaps, loofahs for cracked foot soles, 

and a digital thermometer goosing a red-hot water bottle.  

But neither can compare to the one 

in the master bedroom of my parent’s city bungalow. 

Dresses and creased suits hung neatly 

in front of shelves with sheets and blankets. 

Mother hid gifts for me to find,  

“Little Golden Books,” I would purloin  

from between the linens, 

and inside this space was a cabinet 

painted creamy white with a cast iron handle. 

It was a small square you tried climbing into, 

if you were a child, a closet within a closet,  

where there was scant heat or light.  

When opened, it was filled with dusk, 

and you could feel a ribbon of cold air emerge  

to wrap itself around the belt 

of a summer dress.  

 

****  



Watching a Catholic Procession  

Through a Bakery Window  

                 

Inside an Italian bakery on Bleecker Street, 

the picture window frames  

a quaint procession led by church matrons. 

I stop sipping my cappuccino  

and observe them as they march 

with a group of small children,  

who lift a banner announcing: 

100th Anniversary of Our Lady of Fatima. 

Pray the Rosary for Peace. 

Male parishioners carry a statue of Mary. 

She is resplendent in her jeweled crown 

and white robes wreathed with roses.   

 

I am not a very religious person, 

but I do remember her story. 

Three Portuguese shepherd children  

witnessed a miracle, a lady in white  

more brilliant than the sun.  

She warned of future tribulations,  

of warfare and terror by mankind, 

that could only be stopped  

by a beaded garland of prayers. 

 

On this late summer afternoon, 

I watch the venerable matrons 

turn the corner, stopping traffic  

in every blessed direction. 

They shame the gods of war, 

monuments of generals on horseback, 

dark gunmetal castings  

of artillery and cannonball. 

 

I cling to the last sight of them 

through the bakery window 

and its televising pane of glass, 

the colors of their statue radiant 

against the cold gray symbols  

of this world. 

 

 

**** 
  



Perfection 

A teenage girl faces the mirror 

and searches for it, 

in the fullness of a breast, 

the bow of an arched back. 

 

Maybe she thinks a flicker of blue 

brushed on narrow eyelids, 

or pink dust on flat cheekbones 

will bring her closer. 

 

She stumbles toward its portal, 

naked and unguarded, 

presses her body 

against the plane of glass. 

 

The girl is trapped in an illusion, 

not understanding perfection’s 

improbably sublime surfaces  

and smooth curves. 

 

She doesn’t realize the truth, 

but cries and turns away, 

while flawed spheres of atoms 

spiral and shower around her.  
 

 
  



 

 

Visiting My Parents’ Graves 

For the First Time 

I kneel down in the land  

of shovel and spade, 

my ear to the stones  

with their forsaken names. 

 

I listen to the earth  

that has swallowed their voices 

The grass rasps in swollen tongues 

and tells me I have waited too long. 

 

A child’s nearby grave  

wears a shroud of stuffed toys; 

a red tricycle leans against a house  

somewhere in the distant city. 

 

I watch in shame  

as countless flags ripple and wave, 

as a family dutifully fills an urn  

with plastic roses. 

  



Heaphy the Sheet Metal Man 

     (In memory of friend and poet Alan Birk)    

                                            
In front of James Heaphy’s  

Heating and Roofing,  

just a block from the liquor store, 

I chugged a quart of Tango; 

nineteen years old 

and higher than the spires 

of Sacred Heart Church. 

The ceiling of Alan’s car 

was a spinning pinwheel, 

my left foot braced 

against the floorboard. 

 

Heaphy the sheet metal man, 

a curious roadside sign, 

an 18-gauge colossus 

of galvanized duct pipe, 

patrolled the sidewalk. 

He seemed to flail 

his tubular arms  

in tin disapproval. 

My eyes rippled 

like glassy waves 

as Alan shook his 

dark curls in a frenzy, 

blasted Jerry Lee Lewis  

on his eight-track, 

and drove off with me 

to meet our friends 

at the Oakdale Bar. 

 

For seven decades,  

the Heaphy man ruled 

North Geddes street,  

despite sneak attacks 

of mild explosives 

and barrages of pies. 

Now whitewashed, iconic, 

he stands guard in the lobby 

of a museum gift shop. 

The last of his kind, 

he has survived, 

outlived more than half  

the west side neighborhood 

and the wild boy 

who bought me 

that bottle of Tango. 
 



Stolen 

 

I walked outside  

and all the words were gone; 

the neighborhood was 

empty of language. 

Winter snow howled 

a snaking silence. 

No one was talking 

about anything that mattered. 

Unctuous politicians 

with bad hair 

had posted selfies, 

taken billboards captive, 

and stolen the thoughts 

from every mind in the world. 

Porches were missing 

their morning newspapers, 

but computers were turned on 

to the vacuous websites of celebrity. 

Someone famous had died, 

and someone, who someone else 

really knew, was dying 

quietly offstage. 

Cancer, heart attacks, suicides, 

falls on the sidewalk ice, 

brains fevered with crack, 

none of this appeared  

in daily obituaries 

of the unrenowned. 

The air was dense with 

smothering disconnect, 

and the robot voices of 

talking heads sucked up truth 

and spat it out sideways. 

Gym rats treadmilled 

sequences of monotony, 

anesthetized in place, 

watched overhead TVs  

in separate slots, 

anxious to get home 

and access their electronics 

for another fix. 

The words were still there, 

but imprisoned,  

clogged in boxes 



with arrows, icons, 

and cascading squares, 

leading to more details, 

opening up page after page, 

and saying absolutely nothing. 



On the Train to Penn Station 

 

I sit across from a young black man, 

whose straw hat is perched on his knee. 

His legs are long and immobile 

as massive obsidian pillars. 

I can't move my feet forward; 

he doesn't give an inch. 

He aims a hostile glance at me, 

this older white woman, 

his stare is a jagged fingernail, 

scratches my consciousness.  

But when I start to read my copy 

of the poems of Langston Hughes, 

the one l bought back in Wilmington, 

the corners of his mouth 

shed their tension. 

While the train rumbles onward, 

I interpret the prayers and desires  

of black men and women. 

Jazz notes waft from dance clubs 

to engulf Harlem streets. 

Juicy kisses drizzle from the lips 

of tall brown-skinned ladies. 

Langston's ghostly moon 

“thin and sharp” hovers over cities 

where black people labor 

in servitude to slender hopes. 

I study every nuanced verse and sense  

what it is to be anything but white. 

Yet, I don't give myself false notions 

I will never understand what that really means. 

All l know is that the young man 

is telling me what stops we'll hit 

before our arrival at Penn Station. 

He moves his feet to give me more room, 

then draws the straw hat over his heavy eyes 

and drifts beyond the pages of my book.   
 

  



Pockets 

 (for my husband) 

 

Mother told my big sister  

to watch her weight,  

but she defied Mom’s edict, 

her pockets crumbly with  

hoarded saltines; 

floury powder crumbs 

fell on her mattress 

like crushed bone dust, 

leaving a telltale trail.  

 

I stuff candy wrappers  

in my bathrobe pockets 

and sugar packets 

torn into petals 

of blue and pink.  

You try to purge me 

of this ragged contraband, 

incredulous about the why 

of what I do.  

 

But this I can say, 

no matter how much 

you empty them, my dear,  

those pockets will fill up again, 

even if you pull them inside out. 

 

You can encroach 

my personal space, 

regiment the hell 

out of everything else, 

but I will have a berth 

where I can shove my hands 

and stowaway the bits of me 

that still remain.  
 

*****  



Natal Song 

 

My life began with the calm water, 

where I sailed in the boat of my mother’s belly, 

and listened to her heart beneath sheltering ribs. 

Soon I was turned out in the ocean  

of the light-filled birthing room,  

wrapped in a wave of striped muslin. 

I grew big enough for my first splash 

in a plastic tub with slippery sides, 

and warm, bubbly tide up to my waist. 

I learned to toddle through a shower stall, 

its faucet handles, the levers of a ship. 

Its misty droplets divined my transformation 

into a girl with gangly legs too long for her body, 

darting through sprinklers in a polka-dot sun suit. 

Years passed— toes dipping in midsummer lakes, 

water sluicing over hips and breasts. 

I would wade on to dry land, a fully-grown woman 

with starlight shining through the kitchen window. 

I pushed long-handled mops resplendent with suds,  

swabbed spumes of froth on scuffed tile floors, 

filled basins with sea salts for aching limbs. 

Water was the confluence of utility and healing. 

Every day, I heard it calling. 

It is calling me still. 

It courses through my aging bones,  

swims in my ears like a lulling voice, 

beckoning, promising,  

to take me back. 

  



Moment 

 

A brown fox  

sprints down 

the vacant  

midnight street.  

Suburban homes, 

castles of commonplace, 

are fortressed against 

subzero cold.  

Frigid knolls spread 

an ice-capped,  

glistening expanse. 

Wind emerges,  

made visible by 

the scattering of snow, 

and faintly whistles 

under incandescent lamps.  

The fox leaps 

in joyous solitude, 

drapes its legs 

over a sloping drift, 

lies still, 

and listens.  

 

**** 



Empty Page 

 

Running out of pictures to show;  

trying to see the blue jewel 

within the opaline stone, 

the iridescent eye of a scarab 

in the eye of a peacock’s tail. 

Even the grass denies me a look 

into its mosaic of cells. 

There could be cities here 

with chlorophyll walls 

on swaying streets. 

 

I need more to juxtapose. 

I string avenues together 

with steel mesh, link sequins and stars, 

return to the paper  

with broken shards and bleeding hands. 

“There are no more pictures,”  

the paper tells me. 

It will be as blank as a bald turnip, 

a plucked armpit of a poem. 

 

I press my hands to its defiant whiteness 

and spread an image of venereal rivers 

with Chinese dragons, 

and a life not my own, 

but of a thousand other lives, 

makes the red bird in me fly 

into the red center of the deepest noon. 

While the red ants cross the river 

in the clay of my veins, 

I release all I have seen, 

which is never enough. 

  



Advice from a Ghost 

To banish me forever, 

you must first accept that I am here 

on the far side of your dresser mirror, 

jumping into the bedroom  

whenever the mood strikes. 

Don’t attribute your fears 

to sleep paralysis,  

when you wake up dazed 

and imagine a weight  

bearing down on you in bed,  

or the sudden, slow pressure 

of something sitting  

on the edge of your mattress.  

I’m for real,  

and you need to own it. 

Come on, open the curtains; 

stare at me under the glint of stars 

as your mirror ripples 

and reflects my hazy glance.   

Now here’s the trick. 

Cleanse the room,  

burn sage to purify the air. 

Spray salt water to discharge 

negative ion energy. 

Create a circle with your hands 

and command me to leave. 

Wish me well in a new place 

along the astral plane, 

where I may escape 

the physical world.  

Convince me it would be better 

if I weren’t here visiting you,  

climbing your four-poster, 

diving from its canopy, 

swimming through the 

down in your fluffy pillows.  

But I warn you, don’t try  

to discover who I truly am  

with Ouija boards 

or flickering candles. 

I will gain access into your  

everyday thoughts, 

disrupt your life,  

destroy your restful sleep, 

drown you in the mirror’s 

glass waves.  
**** 


